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PREFACE
This is an addendum to Gas Turbine Laboratory Report No. 119.
It covers additional work on sound propagation in lined ducts which
was started under DOT Grant Agreement DOT-OS-30011 and continued under
Supplement Agreements to the same grant.
The work is being monitored by Dr. Gordon Banerian, Office of Noise
Abatement, Department of Transportation.
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Al. ATTENUATION OF SOUND IN LINED CIRCULAR DUCTS
In the previous report, we have used approximate
expressions for the wall impedance for the discussion of
sound attenuation in lined circular ducts. For instance,
Eq. (2.5) has been used for the wall impedance of a circular
duct lined with a resonator with a resistive screen, and
Eq. (2.8) for a circular duct lined with a porous material.
If the ratio of the duct radius to the liner thickness
(D/L) is large and the sound frequency is large, the imped-
ance given in Eq. (2.5) or Eq. (2.8) is a good approximation
for a lined circular duct. However, when either one of these
conditions is not fulfilled, the radial spread of the wave
in the liner imposes some effects on the sound attenuation,
whereas no wave spreading takes place in the liner of a
rectangular duct.
In this addendum we derive expressions for the wall
impedance of lined circular ducts, accounting for the
cylindrical spreading of the waves within the liner. The
assumption of a locally reacting surface is still made. On
the basis of the impedance thus obtained, the attenuation
characteristics of a circular lined duct are computed for
a wide range of parameters.
1
For direct comparison, the numerical results are
presented in figures numbered similarly to the previous
report. For example, "Figure 3.66" in the previous report
is replaced by "Figure A3.66" for plotting the octave band
TL vs kL in a circular duct lined with a porous material
with the duct parameters: 9 = 0.5, D/L 1.094 and area
ratio = 1. (See page 124 and page A
A1.1 Resonator Liner
In the case of locally reacting duct walls, the
sound propagation in the liner is negligible in the axial
direction. Thus the pressure field in the liner is written
as
= A{Hl)(kr) + aH 2)(kr) , (Al.1)
where the H's are Hankel functions and A and a. are constants.
The velocity field is then
u = r -H(kr) + aH (kr)S, (Al.2)
A
where r is the radial unit vector.
Since ur = 0 at r = b + L, from Eq. (Al.2),
H )(k(b + L)]
S 2) (Al.3)
H [k(b + L)n
The normalized wall reactance due to the cavity is
2
c Pcu r r=b
H~l (kb)
H (kb)
If kb >> 1 and L << b, this equation reduces to
7 c i cot (kL) . (Al. 5)
This is the same as the cavity reactance in a rectangular
duct lined with a resonator (cf. Eq. 2.5).
The total normalized impedance is





where 9 is the dynamic resistance of the screen,
reactance accounting for the inertia
and a is given in Eq.
Al.2. Porous Liner
of the air in the screen,
(Al.3).
When the porous material is isotropic and homogeneous,
the pressure field in the porous medium of an annular shape
as shown in Fig. 2.20 is
SA Hl) (qr) +PL ~ =
where q is defined in Eqs. (2.9)
a(H') (qr) ,
and (2.10).
The velocity field is then
/. , pkA (1) (qr)













H 2 y[q(b + L)]





If qb >> 1 and b >> L, this equation reduces to
C --> !q cot (qL).








Figures A2.16 - A2.19: Real and imaginary parts of kz for circular ducts
lined with a resistive scrren type resonator liner.
The real part of kz is normalized by division by k.
The imaginary part of kz is presented in terms of
8.6859-Im(k )D, which is the transmission loss in
dB of a pure tone in a length D of the duct. Each
figure corresponds to a different value of D/L.
Each curve in a figure corresponds to a different
value of the flow resistance 8 (in units of pc)
of the screen.
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Figures A2.21 - A2.28: Real and imaginary parts of kz for circular ducts
lined with a porous liner. The format is the same
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Figures A3.50 - A3.65: Octave band TL vs kL in circular ducts lined with
a resistive screen type resonator liner. Each figure
corresponds to a different combination of values of
the screen resistance e and D/L. Each figure contains
three frames corresponding to different spectra of
the incident wave as indicated by N. In each frame
five curves are given corresponding to five values
of the duct length parameter S/D, which are given
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Figures A3.66 - A3.97: Octave band TL vs kL for a circular duct lined
with a porous liner. The format is the same as
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Figures A3.110 - A3.113: Octave band TL vs S/D for a circular duct lined
with a resistive screen type resonator liner.
Each figure corresponds to a different value of
D/L. In each figure four frames are shown,
corresponding to a = 0.5, 1, 2, and 4. In each
frame four curves are plotted, corresponding to















































































































































Figures A3.114 - A3.121: Octave band TL vs S/D for a circular duct lined
with a resistive screen type resonator liner.
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The computer program CCHOC, which obtains complex wave numbers in
lined circular ducts, has been revised. In the new program (YCHO) the
Hankel functions with complex arguments are used to obtain the exact
boundary impedances.
During the preparation of this addendum we have developed a new
subroutine (CMJYB) to compute the complex J- and Y-Bessel functions.
This subroutine is superior to the M.I.T. Math. Library subroutines for
the complex Bessel functions in accuracy and speed.
To accommodate CMJYB the subroutines RTCHO, BECHO and complex function
*
FUN(Z) have been revised. The other subroutines remain unchanged.
These two subroutines were previously included in the listing of RTCHO.
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REAL V(7) /.0625,.125,.25,.5,1. ,2. ,14./
PEAL GN(113) ,G3 (4) ,Y0(17) ,YP(17) ,YN(17) Zo(17) ZP (17) ,7N
REAL ATT O(7) , ATTP (7) , ATTN (7)
SF AL ATTD(2,2,8,4,5,3,7),YCOM(113),COTAN
REAL RCTNC(4,113)
RVAl*4 DDYo (30) ,DDY1 (30)
REAL*8 DYC (3 1) ,DY 1(30) ,DKKN
COMPLEX*16 ZV1,ZV2,Zz01ZZ11,zYOlZYllZZA,ZYA





300 FORMAT('l SOUND ATTENTATDON IN CIRCULAR SILENCER LINED
1RESONATOR.'/)
301 FORMhT('l SOUND ATTENUATION IN CIRCULAR SILENCER LINED
1POPOTTS MATPRIAT.. 'I/)
601 7'ORMAT('1 SOUND ATT7NUATION IN CIRCULAR DUCT LINED WITH
1 RESONATOR. 'I/)
602 FORMAT('1 SOUND ATT.NUP.TTON IN CIRCULPR DUCT LINED WITH
(17)
ThIICT USING COMPLIY EIGFNVALUFS OBTAINFD BY TH
THEN PERPOPMS INTEGRATION TO OBTAIN OCTAVv BA
TOSS 0! SOUND POWEPS.
TO FIND FXACm WALL ImPFDANCF, COMPLEX HANKEL
USED .







REAL TT(8)/.5,1.,2., 4.,8. ,12.,16. ,20./
WITH
WITH
WAVE VrCTORS IN A LINED) CIRCULAR
YC8iO0O'1
YC400003
YC HO ) 0 0 4
YCHCJO06











































FORMAT (6X, 7F 17. 8/)













FREQUENCIES ARE EQUAL TO'/)
GA MMA=' , F4. 2/)
T=',F5.2/)








GB (1) =1./ (SQRT (8.) -1.)
G1B (2) =1.















DYO (K) =DYO (K-1) +1.DO/DKN















































IF (IJK. EQ. I . AND. JL. E
IF(IJK. EQ. 1. AND. IJL. F



















TF(M.NE.1) GO TO 33
IF(IJK.FQ.2) GO TO 15
























































































CHK 111 =CJB (2) +CEI*CY-9 (2)
CHK1.21=CJB (2) -CET*CYB (2)
IF(CABS(CHK011).LT.1.F-50) GO TO 7201













































7202 IF(PXY2.GE.7.) GO TO 7401
CALL CMJYFS(CZ2,RXY2,CJB,CYp)
CPUL= (CJB (2) +CF I*CYRB (2) ) / (CJB (2) -CF-T*CYB (2))
GO To 7501




2?A LL JY HSL (1, KP2, V2,ZZAZYA)
CFTAI=EXP(-2.*Y2)
CFTIR=CET*COS (2. *X2) -SIN (2. *X2)
CZTA=ZZA
CYTA=ZYA


















CPfj2=-CEI* (CZZ1 1-CEI*CZY1 1) /CPPF
CPTi2=- (CZZO 1-CEI*CZY01) /CPPF
Y21=Y2-Y1





















































750? TF(CABS(CTANM).GT.1.E-30) GO TO 7503
CAB=1.F+20
GO TO 16
























































TF (A BS (BB) .LE. 1.R-5) BBB=0 .
CALT, RTCHO(NQ7,ANSWW)




22 CKIA (TJK, K, I,LS)=CMPLX (RFALK,AIMAK)
AW=CABS(W(1))
IF(W.LT..01) 10 TO 33
WRITE(6,404) TJKKT,LS,AW,AAABBBANSW(1)
33 CYKF=CKIA (IJK, K, I, LS) *XRSM*2.
IF(IJL..'Q.1) CKR=GB*CKIA(TJK,K,I,LS)/GNL/(1.+GBr)**2
IF(IJL. EQ.2) CKR=CKIA (IJK,K,I,LS)/GNB
CKRV= (0.,.5)*(CKR+1./CKR)
AMCK=AIMAG(CYK,)
TF(AMCK.GT.80.) GO TO 5




S IF(A4CK.GT.160.) GO TO 6




60 4RTTE (6,4( 10) N97,TJKK,,ILSAAAP 3P
LSSS=LS-1
CKIA(IJKK, r, LS)=CKIA(IJK,K,1,LSSS)
YCOM (LS) =YCOM (T.SSS)
NQQ=NOQ+1
IF(N)Q.GT.20) GO TO 3030
55 CONTINUE
CKTI (IJK, K, I, 114)= (O. , 0.)
DO 20 L=1,7











































A KI =LO AT (KL-1)
YP (KL) = (HI+1*AKL) **2*Y0 (KL)
YN (KL) =YO (KL)/ (HT+H*AKL) **2
30 CONTINUE
CALL QS'(HYo,ZO,17)











PTTN (L) =2. *ZN (17) *lTT**2
TF (ATPTN (L) .LT. ATMIV) GO TO 25











































































































































C CMJYB COMPUTES THE FIRST AND SECOND COMPLEX J- PND Y-BESSEL,
C THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN CREATED BY Y.C.CHO AT M.I.T. GAS TURBINE
C LABORATORY IN 1974.
COMPLEX*8 CZCJB(2),CYB(2)
RXY=CABS(CZ)


























































































CYB (2)=DPV* (ZTG*ZJB1-ZHF*(ZY1-.5) -1./CZ)
GO TO 2
















C IF PBS(DY) IS GREATER THAN 50.,EXP(-ABS(DY))*CJB AND CYB ARE RETURNED
IMPLICIT PEAL*8 (D),COMPLEX*8 (C),COMPLEX*16 (2)















IF(DY.GT.5.D+1) GO TO 20























































DSNR (IT) =DSIN (DPHR (II))
DOSR (TI)=DCSR(II)*DCSH
DOSI (II) =-DSNR (II) *DSNH
DINR (ITI) =DSNR (II) *DCSH
DINT (II) =DCSR (ITI) *DSNH
NKU=IT-1
CALL JYHSL(NKUKPZV,ZZAZYA)
DRZA (ITI) =DREAL (ZZA)
DIZA (II) =DIMAG (ZZA)
DRYA(II)=DREAL(ZYA)
DIYA (II) =DTMAG (ZYA)
DRW (IT) =DRZA (TI) *DOSR (ITI) -DIZ
1 DTYA(II)*DTNI(IT)
DIW (TI) =DRZA (IT) *DOSI (IT) +DIZ
1 DIYA(Il)*DINR(II)
DJR (IT) =DAPT* (DOP*DRW (TI) -DQI
DJI (II) =DAPT* (DQR*DIW (II) +DQI
DRV(TI)=DRZA(It)*DTNR(TI)-DIZ
1 DIYA(TI)*DOSI(II)
DIV (II) =DRZA (II) *DINI (II) +DIZ
1 DIYA(II)*DOSR (TI)
PYR (ITI) =DAPT* (DQR*DRV (II) -DQI
DYT (II) =DAPT* (DQR*DIV (ITI) +DQI
A (TI) *DOSI (ITI) -DRYA (ITI) *DTNP (IT) +
A (II) *DOSR (ITI) -DRYA (II) *DINI (IT)-
*DIW (IT))
*DRW (TI))
A (II) *DINI (II) +DRYA (II) *DOSR (TI) -
A (TI) *DINR (II) +DRYA (II) *DOSI (II) +
*DIV (II))
*DRV (II))




































C JYHSL OBTAINS FACTOR OF A COMPLEX BESSEL FUNCTION FOR A LARGE PRG.






















































C SIJBROUTTNE CHO O3TATNS ?JNDAMENTAL NIGENVALUFS FOR WAVES TN P
C LINED CTRCULAR DUCT. IN OTHER WORD, IT OBTAINS FIRST ROOTS
C OF THE FOTUTION, X*J1 (X)/J0(X)=CMPLX(APA,RPF) , WHERE JO(X)
C AND J1 (X) ARE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THP ORDERS OF ZERE AND ON?
C WITH COMPLEX ARGUMENTS.
C RTCHO CALLS BECHO AND YSQNK9. BECaO CALLS CMJYB AND SSP
C SUBROUTINES FOR REAL BESSEL FUCTIONS. !SQNK9 IS THE
SUBPOUTINE REVISED FORM M.I.T. MATH. LIBRARY SUBROUTINE.
C IN CALLING PROGRAM, COMMON STATEMENT SHOULD BE MADF TO SUDLY VALUES
C OF APA IND nE, PND ZIN(64,4).
IMPLICIT COMPTEX*8 (C)
COMPLEX*8 7(4),ERROPANSW(4),RETERRFUN,W(4),CMPLX















CX= (2. ,0.) * (CARDP-CRDF) /CABFR
IF(CABS(C).GE.1.) GO TC 44
























































C AJ 1=CA B*CJ 1
CA ZJ=C-l A*CJ 1/CV.T
C1=CZJO+CAJ 1







TF(CIBS(W (1)).LT..005) GO TO
44 AOS=.666667+.333333*AAA
I'?(?5.GT.AOS) GO TO 31
IF(BBB.NF.O.) GO TO 80
























































































W (1)=CtMPLX(FPE,0.) RCH00610 RTCH0073
NQ7=1 RCH00620 RTCH0074
GO TO 21 RCH00630 RTCH0075
45 XAB=0. RCH00640 FTCH0076
Y?F=SQRT (-8.*AAA/(4. +AAA)) RCH00650 RTCH0077
CALL T(YABRIO) RCH00660 RTCH0078
CALL TPI(Y P,RI) RCH00670 RTCH079
PE=AAA*BIR+YAB*PT RCH00680 RTCH0081
ANSW(1)=CMPLX(0.,-YAP) RCH00690 RTCH0081
W (1) =CMPLX (FRE,0.) PCKOO700 RTCHOO82
NQ7=1 RCH00710 RTCH0083
GO To 21 RCH00720 RTCH0084
81 SQSD=4.*AAA+ABO RCHo0730 PTCH0085
SQSF=SQRT(SQSD**2+16.*BBQ) RCH00740 RTCH0086
SQDN=4.+2.*AAA+. 25*ABQ RCH00750 RTCH0087
XAP=SQRT((SQSF+SQSD)/SQDN) RCH00760 RTCH0088
YAB=-SQRT((SQSF-SQSD)/SQDN) RCH00770 RTCH0089
ANSW (1) =CMPLX (XAP,YAB) RCH00780 RTCH0091
W (1)=FJN(ANSW(1)) PCH00790 PTCH0091
N7=1 RCHO00 RTCH0092
GO To 21 RCHO0810 PTCH0093
31 IF(BBB.NE.0.) GO IO P1 RCH00820 RTC0094
IF(MA) 82,83,3 RCHO0830 RTCH0095
82 IF(AAA.LT.-.7 0 55) GO To 251 RCH0n84O PTCHOC96
XLT=-AA+. 57 RCH0850 RTCH0097
XRI=-AAA+.6 RCH00860 RTCH0098
GO TO 90 RCH00870 RTCH0099
251 IF(AAA.LT.-1.795) GO TO 252 RCHO0880 RTC'I100
XLI=-AAA+. 59 PC1100890 RTCHO1O1
XRI=-AA+.61 RCH00900 RTCH0102
GO TO 90 RCHOO910 RTCH0103
252 TF(AAA.LE.-2.) GO TO 90co RCH00920 RTCH0104
XLI=-AAA+.G RCH00930 RTCH0105
XTI=-AAA+.6 RCOC940 RTCH0106
GO TO 90 RCH00950 RTCH0107
90 EPS=1.-4 RCH00960 RTCH0108
PAGE 102
T N D= 3 C0
CA LL 8TMT (YN,FIFCTIXLI,XRI,EPS,IPNDIFF)
ANSW (1) =C MPLX (0.,-YN)
W (1) =CM PLX (FI,0.)
NQ7=1







































































































81 TF(AAA.LT.0.) GO TO 2001
TF(A9Q.GE.9Q.) GO TO 8100
IF(AAA.GT.0.66) GO TO 1001
TF(BBB.L.-1.) GO TO lC
L=1
GO TO 1000
11"1 IF(BTK3.LT.-1.475) GO TO 1102
L=2
GO To 100()

















































100 1 IF(AAA.GT.1.) GO TO 1002
IF(BB3.LT.-1.5) GO TO 1201
IF(BiR.LT.-.4) GO TO 1211
L=7
GO TO 1000
1211 IF(B3P.LT.-.7) GO TO 1213
L= 8
GO TO 1000





1201 IF(B93.LT.-2.4) GO TO 1202
L=10
GO TO 1000
1202 TF(B'3.LT.-4.) GO TO 12C3
L=11
GO TO 100 C
1203 IF(FPB.LT.-5.) GO TO 1204
L=12
GO Tj 1000





10"2 T V(AAA.G7.1.7) GO TO 103
IF(Fi9F.LT.-.85) GO TO 1301
L,=13
GO TO 1000








































1302 IF(L3O.LT.-3.4) GO TO 1303
L=15
GO TO 1000





1)03 IF(AAA.GT.3.5) GO TO 1004
TF(EBF.LT.-1.) GO TO 1401
L=18
GO TO 100C
1401 IF(BBB.LT.-2.7) GO TO 1402
L=19
GO TO 1000





1004 IF(M.A.GT.8.) GO TO 1005







2001 OHT= ATAN(-AAA/BBB) *180./3. 14159
IF(PHI.LT.-23.3) GO TO 3001
IF(ABQ.G?.99.) GO TO 8100
TF(P3E.LT.-.72) GO TO 2101
L=25
GO TO 1000








































2201 TF(MB.L.-1.486) GO TO 2301
L=27
GO TO 1000
2311 TF(>3.LT.-1.9) GO TO 2401
L =28
GO TO 1000
2401 IF(BB9.LT.-2.4) GO TO 2501





2 511 IF(PBF.LT.-3.) GO TO 2601
TF(AAA.LT.-.6) GO TO 2502
L=31
GO TO 1000
2502 IF(AAP.LT.-1.) GO TO 2503
L=32
GO TO 1000





?6F1 TF(PPB.LT.-3.5) GO TO 2701
IFP(U.LT.-.5) GO TO 2602
L=35
GO TO 1000
2602 IF(AAA.LT.-.8) GO TO 2603
L=36
Go TO 1000










































2701 IF(FPP.LT.-5.) GO TO 2801
IF(.AA.LT.-.8) GO TO 2702
L=39
GO TO 1000

























7001 TF(PRB.LT.-.5) GO TO 71C1
IF(AkA.GT.-1.1) GO TO 7002
L=46
GO TO 2000





7101 IF(B3B.LT.-1.) GO TO 72C1













































7201 IF(PTr.LT.-1.5) GO TO 7301





7301 IF(BBB.LT.-2.) GO TO 7401
L=54
GO TO 2000
7401 IF(FFe.LT.-2.5) GO TO 7501
L=55
GO TO 2000
7501 TF(BBB.LT.-2.7) GO TO 7601





76 1 IF(AAl..T.-1.4) GO TO 7602








Z (2) =ZTIN (L,2)








































200)0 ZAB=CMPL (- BRBAAk)
Z(1)=ZAB-7TN (I,1)
Z (2)=ZAB-TN (L,2)





2 (2) =ZA B-ZIN (L, 2)
2(3)=ZAB-ZIN(L,3)




















IF(CAPS(W(1)).LT..'005) GO TO 8511



















































XP= R7 . L ((7)
YP=ATMAG (CZ)
IF(X,.NFe.C..ND.YP.N .Q.) GO TO 8503
CALL BVCrO(P,YP,A7V',B MJRO,JI0,JP1,JT1)
CUAP=CMPLX (JF 1 ,JT1) /CMPIX (JRC,JTO)
GO TO 9504
9 503 CALL CMJY3(CZ,CJB3,CYB)
C P LTP=CJP (2) /CJB (1)
q 5 4 CATP2=CALP**2
CPLP=CiLP2+ (1. ,0.)
CPTN= (1. , 0.)-CALP2
CPLPP=CPLP/C! iLP
C Z A P=C 7* CAL P
CPLZ=CPLN/CZP)
CQ= (CPLP+ (.5,0.) *CPLZ) *((1. ,0.)-CAB/CZAP)/CALPP**2
CQRP=(1.,0.)-CSQRT((1.,C.)-(4.,0.)*CQ)





41= APF- A AA
42= -rJ- T'F




































































COMPLEY*8 CJ5 (2) ,CYB (2) ,CZCMPLX
TF(ABS(XP).LT.1.F-30) XP=0-.
IF (ARS (YP).LT. 1.F- 30) Y-=0.
IF(YP.NF.0.) GO TO 21
D=1. E-6
NJ=0
CALL BFSJ (XPNJ,JRO, D,TER)























JR1=REt L (CJB (2))
JTO=AIMAG(CJB(1))
JT1=tlIMPG (CJE (2)





































B EC H 0035
BECH0036
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L'T. 1.-F-20. AND.JTR1.GE.O. )
LT. 1.F-20 . rND.JI1l.G-F. 0.)










































FUN=Z*CJB (2) -AC9*CJB (1)
RB T J R N
FND
FTNZ001
FUNZ0002
FUNZ0003
FUNZ0004
FUNZ0005
FUNZ0006
FUNZ0007
FUNZ0008
FUNZ0009
FUNZ0010
FU NZ 0011
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